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Abstract 
This paper reviews the titles of German travel books of the 18th century from the viewpoint of paratextuality theory and theory of 
strong position. It presents structural dynamics of title complex development as well as its connection with publisher’s paratext. 
Possible influence of titles on potential readers has been explored. 
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1. Introduction 
The literature devoted to traveling across Europe has a long history. The earliest known itineraries were of 
religious nature: various journals and letters of pilgrims have been found in Europe dating back to the 5th century. 
(Seidel, 2014:8). In the 18th century, travel literature stands on a new level of development for the reason that not 
only young noblemen making trips in order to get education are among those who travel, but also scientists, 
explorers, churchmen, etc. It is traveling for scientific purposes that grew popular during the Age of Enlightenment. 
All kinds of itineraries, especially to distant lands, composed a part of mass literature in the German language, 
which was accepted by readers with enthusiasm (Babenko, 1992, p. 53). 
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Despite the historical significance of this literature, it remains almost unexplored from the linguistic prospective. 
Travel descriptions that possess an artistic character (the so-called travelogues) have received full attention in 
literature studies.  
However, most documentary-oriented texts, which are particularly heterogeneous – from personal diaries to 
reports on scientific expeditions, are still waiting to be studied. Whereas, they can contribute a lot to historical 
studies of the German language (as well as historical studies of Russian-German ties on the whole), especially since 
up till now, the German language of the XVIII-th century has been paid exceptionally little attention in Germanistics 
(Große, 1981). 
2. Research design 
We address the issue of such element of the text as the title. The title of the text is a part of so-called paratext – 
the term introduced by a French scholar Genette to define verbal and nonverbal components which surround the 
main text and influence the way readers perceive it (Genette, 1997). The very type of relations between the text 
itself and its surrounding components is called paratextuality. Paratext includes not only title, foreword, dedication, 
afterword, etc., but also the elements of a books’ design (for example, design of cover, typography, summary) or 
external advertising copies which accompany books, such as interviews with the author. Thus, Genette interprets 
paratext quite loosely, including in it not only the elements that create the frame of the text. In this regard there are 
author’s paratext and publisher's paratext  (Vikulova, 2001, p. 146). As a rule, the title refers to the author’s paratext. 
The title represents the pre-text element in relation to the text, since it always precedes the text. Such position is 
called “strong position” (term by I. V. Arnold) and it denotes such place in the text where a semantically important 
moment is particularly noticeable from a psychological point of view. The title of the text, along with other paratext 
elements of the beginning of text “gives support for projection of possible frame of themes and images and creates a 
presetting which is very important for understanding the whole text” (Arnold, 1990, p. 46-47). 
The theory of paratextuality of G. Genette and the theory of strong position by I. V. Arnold were mostly applied 
to artistic texts so far. However, by virtue of their universal capabilities they can be used in analysis of other texts, 
including description of journeys. The aim of our research is to reveal a communicative potential of a title as a 
paratext in dynamics of its development during the 18th century. Along the way we reveal in which way two 
following parts (author and theme application) of a title complex are represented. 
3. Author’s name 
Author’s name is a mandatory component of the title complex, therefore it has a strong position. Besides the full 
name of the author we certainly see indications of his/her line of work as well as description of his expertise, regalia 
and positions. That is why the size of whole title complex increases significantly. This is common practice for this 
kind of literature during the whole first half of the 19th century. It seems that such detailed presentation of the author 
on the level of the title page of the book is not only tribute to etiquette or a part of publishing. It also bears the aim to 
evoke corresponding attitude towards the author and towards the book in general. Since in 18th century authors of 
travel literature were scientists, this attitude was quite serious. As soon as having read the title the reader already 
feels trust and respect towards all that comes next in the body text of the book. It is necessary to remember that the 
18th century is the Age of Enlightenment in whole Europe. 
4. Stating the theme 
The greatest changes might be observed in this regard and, first of all, they are connected with the title’s length. 
Extremely complicated titles are typical for the first half of the 18th century. They may be regarded more as 
annotated content of the whole book, rather than its laconic title. The length of the title may count up to 20 title lines 
(up to 100 words). There was a certain tradition, so to say publishing practice, to give detailed titles to acquaint the 
reader with the book content in detail, without opening it. From a linguistic point of view, such title represents a 
complex syntactical unit which includes forms of predication, extended conjunctional connection; in other words, we 
cannot call it a reduced nomination, though elements of nominative style are dominant.  
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Certainly, such lengthy titles primarily had a nominative function: the reader had a chance to look through the 
content of the given book. Afterwards this function was extended by other elements of paratext (content, 
introduction). However, you can observe the occurrence of another function – attracting one, the function of drawing 
attention. Titles seemed to be promising: an author can give us an assurance of depth and authenticity of his/her 
narration (gründliche und wahrhaffte Reise-Beschreibung), such words as Merckwürdigkeiten and Avanturen sound 
like an ideal advertisement, looking at which the reader cannot help but open the book, in accordance with the 
author's intention («curiosity» was one of the most crucial notions of the Age of Enlightenment). But, perhaps, the 
most interesting in the case of title’s pragmatic setting is the emphasis of usefulness. Thus in one of the titles the 
author promises that the narration will be not only of ethnographic nature, for readers – the Germans, to whom the 
author relates himself (uns Teutschen) – will be shown the possibilities to utilize the resources of the described 
northern countries (auf was Art… Nutzen geschafft werden könnte). Such formulae conceal significant influence on a 
future reader. When it comes to “profit”, it is possible that we deal with a formulaic language of the Age of 
Enlightenment: emphasizing profit was a part of the tradition. Compare for example stable double formulae used in 
titles - zu Nutz und Lust; or with a French word as second component but with the same meaning - zu Nutzen und 
Plaisir. 
Since the second half of the XVIIIth century there is a tendency to reduce the length of the title. Although the 
whole title complex is still voluminous (due to the detailed presentation of the author), the very title no longer 
resembles the annotation of content, as it once did. The other more capacious type of title develops: it is obligatory 
to indicate only the place (country, specific areas, cities), while the other components (time, purpose of the trip and 
so forth.) may be omitted. In syntactic terms the title is now limited to the scope of one transparent nominative 
structure. 
The journey itself begins to be described with various genre forms that appear in the title. So, along with the old, 
traditional Reise, Reisebeschriebung, the new words are seen: Briefe, Gemälde of more intimate nature; Beyträge, 
Nachrichten are of more documentary and scientific nature. Depending on the title (now more differentiated), the 
reader can immediately formulate particular expectations regarding the deployment of the following text and 
representation of the information. 
5. Conclusion 
Thus, during the 18th century the titles of texts related to traveling undergo reduction volume-wise. Meanwhile the 
evolution of informative function with elements of attractant to purely informative is observed. The analysis 
revealed that the title is not only the product of the author’s but also of the publisher’s thought. The structure and 
content of the titles of this genre of literature should be observed as separate type of text that has prospective and 
information-communicative features and is a part of the author’s/publisher’s paratext. 
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